Gisela's 2 weeks in Vietnam in October 2015

Twenty years after the Vietnam war ended the country has become one of the 'hottest' tourist
destinations and I heard from numerous others that they enjoyed their visits, found it safe,
cheap and easy to travel around.
Some time ago I resolved to visit at least 1 country per year that I had never been to. Thus
travelling North, East, to Germany and Singapore this year did not count - but Vietnam met the
criteria.
I will skip past the VISA story - will just emphasise do check the most up-to-date requirements
carefully, and up to the day before departure.
Singapore Airlines conveys comfortable with direct connections to numerous Vietnam
destinations. I started in Hanoi arriving a day early before the official start of a 2 week G Travel
tour. Being used to independent travel I wanted to make most of the short time I had and just
enjoy the experience laid on by someone else. Our group had 12 people - the usual assortment of
Australians, Europeans and Canadians spread across in age from 22 to 59 years. The CEO (Chief
Experience Officer) was a wiry switched on local guy who did not hold back telling his personal
stories along the way - his family dramas, drug history, subsequent redemption, future plans, what
the war was like for his family, the nation, the beliefs of Buddhism, the burying and honouring of
the dead - and much more. All very interesting, heartfelt and deepening the authentic experience
of being there with a local person.
Hanoi was the old Capital and its heart is a lake around which life happens. Endless photo shots of
wedded couples, Tai chi and exercises, strolling, painting, smelling the flowers. The adjacent old
part of town is to be experienced rather than described. Go look for yourself. Every month, I think,
40 000 new motorcycles are being registered, and yes all these pics and stories of 5 people on
bikes, live stock, doors, boxes sky high etc are true. Every moment and corner is worth a picture
and what astounds on the 1st day becomes 'normal' by the 3rd day.
We started in Hanoi, took a comfortable overnight train to Sapa in the mountains, visited local
communities, had home stay and did some hiking. The locals lived comfortably off their fertile
land, had running water and electricity, WiFi and enjoyed daily handicraft trading with the visiting
tourists. It just does not feel remote anymore when one (not me) can skype across the
world staying at a local house in the mountains near the Chinese border. There is not a single

phone box to be found - or landline for that matter I think - in Vietnam, it has 100% WiFi coverage
and total mobile penetration. I spotted a couple of letterboxes though - and had about 30% of my
mail come through.

Next a night on a boat in Halong Bay. Superb cooking served like pieces of art and modern cabins
on the boat (mirrored ceilings in the bathroom/toilet). A couple of outings - on motorboat and
kayak, to caves, for a lookout on one of the islands and for a swim. Yes, picturesque and worth
seeing (when the weather is right) but by no means remote or quiet. Lots of other boats and the
town of Halong Bay is starting to teem with high rise Hotels.
From Hanoi to Hue on another overnight train and then over a pass by bus to Hoi An for a couple
of days of relaxation and shopping. Hoi An is a world heritage protected delightful old town, old
houses along the river, pedestrian areas, picturesque street life and lanterns lit at night. The town
of 400 tailors, yes and their families and employees. They make a made to measure dress, suit, pair
of shoes in anything from 2 to 24 hrs - or 10 or 100, just rake in more seamstresses at a notice if a
work order demands. One can choose from a bewildering array of models and patterns and they
do a fine job for an irresistible price.
A flight took us town to HoChiMin City or Saigon as most locals still call it. From the airport straight
to the Cu Chi tunnels where the Vietnamese fought a strong battle with the US Army from their
underground quarters, a whole underground town. We got to see the many gruesome booby
traps on display and crawl through a short tunnel section.
Saigon's sights are compact within the centre - the Reunification Hall, the War Museum, Notre
Dame Cathedral, the Old Post Office - and has a modern elegant part to it as well around the
People's Committee Building with a wide pedestrian strip.
Old and new lives side by side, religion and commerce merge seamlessly, Gloria Jeanes Coffee next
to the street vendor selling a humble rice bowl. Skimpily clad visitors in shorts and thongs along
traditionally dressed locals. Nobody seems to mind.
Military and police did not have strong visible presence, the red flag with the yellow star - or
hammer and sickle did. And everyone can feel rich in a way. 50 000 local Dong can buy a
reasonable coffee - they have their own very dark variety. You need millions to get through the day
- Dongs that is.

We finished off with a side trip to the Mekong Delta - bus and boat. From a wide muddy river lined
with most a colourful assortment of wooden boats into smaller canals and to another homestay.
Folding beds and mattresses with mosquito nets on a large verandah - very comfortable and well
catered for again.
The weather was humid warm, pleasantly cool in the mountains. I did not feel bothered by
mossies or other small pests and had no GI problems eating a variety of things in the streets.
Many locals speak English, especially those coming into contact with visitors.
The place is overall welcoming, easy to navigate (tour agencies and guides everywhere) and well
worth a visit. Give yourself time, no less than 2 weeks and I felt that G Travel delivered well on
price, itinerary and content of its tour.
Check out some more photos of my trip here
Enjoy!
Gisela

